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**Ursinus Remembers September 11 in Silence, Art, and Prayer**

A young woman who once said she didn’t have a future sold a large portrait of a child to whom she will never stop fighting the HIV virus... and helping young people protect themselves.

Rebekka Armstrong, a Playmate, and AIDS activist, shared her story and advice with students at Ursinus College on Monday, Sept. 16 in Phillips Auditorium.

"This is what AIDS can look like," the cover model told students of the CAR sponsored event, "It doesn’t determine. It could be you." Armstrong experienced what she called a "teller of stories" fighting AIDS. In a video documentary, students watched a video Armstrong says she was tired of living. "I don’t remember what it’s like to feel good," she said. Armstrong appeared healthy and strong as she discussed the dark days of her diagnosis.

The former Miss America 1989-90 explained a successful campaign since the age of eighteen. However, her world of beauty ended as she realized she was losing weight.

In 1989, Armstrong learned she was HIV positive. She had a fever that was lasting for a week or more, she said. She decided to take some leave from work. The next year, and for hundreds of people the world over, Armstrong has learned to gain strength from the fight. She responded to the disease with the medical world to provide few treatments. "AIDS isn’t the only form of health, he explained.

Armstrong started out taking in AZT pills. Eventually, people living with HIV and AIDS are only permitted to take a 20 pills daily maximum. She couldn’t keep anything in her system. She began to develop diarrhea. Eventually, Armstrong started taking in AZT pills. Eventually, people living with HIV and AIDS are only permitted to take a 20 pills daily maximum. She couldn’t keep anything in her system. She began to develop diarrhea. Eventually, Armstrong developed a case of acute respiratory disease caused by HIV.

According to the Center for Disease Control, more than 100,000 people are living with HIV or AIDS. According to the Center for Disease Control, more than 100,000 people are living with HIV or AIDS. Armstrong explained that she tried to "fight as hard as I could, but I couldn’t keep up."

AIDS is the most common cause of death among men and women, it causes respiratory disease caused by HIV. Armstrong learned to gain strength from the fight. She responded to the disease with the medical world to provide few treatments. "AIDS isn’t the only form of health, he explained.

However, Armstrong’s outlook is anything but negative. She knows more about her disease than she ever knew before. She is determined to prevent other people from becoming infected.

According to the Center for Disease Control, more than 100,000 people die a year." Armstrong argued students lost their boundaries, use protection and love. Armstrong explained that sometimes people come to terms with their condition. Armstrong argued students lost their boundaries, use protection and love. Armstrong explained that sometimes people come to terms with their condition. Armstrong argued students lost their boundaries, use protection and love. Armstrong explained that sometimes people come to terms with their condition. Armstrong argued students lost their boundaries, use protection and love. Armstrong explained that sometimes people come to terms with their condition.

"AIDS is the most common cause of death among men and women, it causes respiratory disease caused by HIV. Armstrong learned to gain strength from the fight. She responded to the disease with the medical world to provide few treatments. "AIDS isn’t the only form of health, he explained.

However, Armstrong’s outlook is anything but negative. She knows more about her disease than she ever knew before. She is determined to prevent other people from becoming infected.

AIDS is the most common cause of death among men and women, it causes respiratory disease caused by HIV. Armstrong learned to gain strength from the fight. She responded to the disease with the medical world to provide few treatments. "AIDS isn’t the only form of health, he explained.

However, Armstrong’s outlook is anything but negative. She knows more about her disease than she ever knew before. She is determined to prevent other people from becoming infected.

The remembrances do not end here. The trees may ease and Armstrongs will continue with their lives, but the remembrances will not end here. Next year, and the next year, and for hundreds of years beyond that, September 11 will sound a definitive bell in the hearts of not only our American brothers, but also in every heart of others of whom inhabit this planet earth. The bell will ring of the day that Freedom, Strength, and Liberty was viciously and unexpectedly attacked... and still will.

**Playmate and AIDS Activist Shares Story with Ursinus**

Rebekka Armstrong

Armstrong was asked to talk about the prevention of AIDS.

**Student on Campus**

What do you think of the Freshman ‘Sex Talk’ during Orientation?

**A&E**

Fringe Festival

This year’s Fringe Festival is coming to Ursinus this Friday. Check out what the Festival is all about and how to get involved!

**Storyteller**

Berman had a storyteller visit today.

**Sports**

Field Hockey

Field Hockey keeps showing they are not the team to mess with!

**Grizzly Guide**

Condos, price comparisons, Guest Center, and Club to visit if you are a pink & green lover. Check it out!!!

**Elementary, Watson!**

What is a Watson Scholarship?

Find out more about this scholarship and about the research project by checking with the students.

**Crossfire**

Are lists an advantage or not? Find out both sides of the story from two of our writers.

**In The News**

Rebekka Armstrong

Armstrong has been asked to talk about the prevention of AIDS.

**IN OPINION**

**A&E**

Student on Campus

What do you think of the Freshman ‘Sex Talk’ during Orientation?

**Storyteller**

Berman had a storyteller visit today.

**Sports**

Field Hockey

Field Hockey keeps showing they are not the team to mess with!

**Grizzly Guide**

Condos, price comparisons, Guest Center, and Club to visit if you are a pink & green lover. Check it out!!!

**Elementary, Watson!**

What is a Watson Scholarship?

Find out more about this scholarship and about the research project by checking with the students.

**Crossfire**

Are lists an advantage or not? Find out both sides of the story from two of our writers.
Stealing from Zacks: A Common Practice that Hurts All

Lauren Springer

Grizzly Staff Writer

Don't touch in public. You know you've done it before. It starts with a tug of Dolins, or perhaps a fruit cup for the health conscious. Confusing cunning, you move on to greater spoils, like bags of chips and empty pudding cups. Stealing from Zacks is the beginning of a fatalistic cycle that can lead to disastrous outcomes. However, in the last year, a number of people have stolen something from Zacks, leaving the store to reflect on their actions. Here is a glimpse into the mindset of those who have stolen from the beloved student cafeteria.

One young man, who wished to remain anonymous, shared his experience: "I don't have time to wait in another line. This is ridiculous." With a suppressed sigh, he took his sandwich and left.

Another student, Alex Darburn, expressed his frustration: "Zacks is my "shock product." Darburn feels justified in not paying for food because "the food sucks, they're stingy with the royalties, and the people are mean." He went on to say, "We pay so many people for this food that I have to take one for crappier food.

Though it seems like everyone has stolen something from Zacks, we should understand that the issue lies in how we view the store. Student Affairs, in an effort to reduce theft, has reorganized the register area to make it more difficult for students to steal.

Nestled in the corner of the student union, Zacks serves as a symbol of the student experience. It's where we eat, where we meet, and where we sometimes make mistakes. Although it may seem like a harmless act to take a few items, the consequences can be severe. What we often forget is that our actions reflect on the entire student body, and it's important to act responsibly.

Potential Students Check Out Urisinus during Red and Gold

Meghan Jarrett

Grizzly Staff Writer

For many high school seniors, anxieties about which college to attend are now setting in. High school seniors wanting to attend college are beginning to make school visits and are narrowing down their choices. Ursinus is aiming to turn visits from increasing numbers of "Red and Gold" days that are held in the spring.

The Red and Gold days are held so that prospective students may attend classes, meet current students, and become better oriented with the campus. Prospective students also attend the social activities offered on the day they visit, and meet with current students.

Currently, the school is offering both one- and two-day open houses, and a two-day program that includes an overnight visit. The campus of fall and spring is revisited to allow any student wishing to supply for financial aid, the Red and Gold program also gives those who have interviewed the opportunity to do so.

Along with attending classes, there are several information sessions offered on topics such as, "The First Year Experience", "Being a Student Athlete", and "Student Life".

Tours are offered all day for students and their families. Gibbs commented, "Our goal for the day is to give prospective students an authentic view of what campus life is like. This is why we let them choose their own classes and go to those classes on their own and not follow someone else around.

The three overnight programs are similar to the day program but are offered to students who are interested in seeing Miss America and the Watson Fellowship, and was accepted.

What's a Watson?

Blair Forrest

Grizzly Staff Writer

This year, the Miss America pageant is about more than just expensive dresses, high heels and big hair. It's also about controversy. Controversy is not new for the contest. In 1984, Vanessa Williams resigned her title as Miss America after nude photos of her were published.

Eighteen years later Rebekah Williams, the original winner of Miss America, is surviving a media frenzy of her own. Williams turned over the crown in July when she discovered new "evidence" would expose her career.

Her resignation, Miss America, first runner-up, took the state crown. Revels sued to get Williams' because she was pressured to resign. The Philadelphia Inquirer reported (9/10/02) that the former Miss America officials told North Carolina officials had used her

INTERESTING FACTOUCHURS

-"The Watson Foundation gives away fifty of the top liberal art schools in the United States. It's a prestigious opportunity that can definitely benefit students who are interested in attending a liberal arts college.
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**Students on Campus**

What did you think of the Freshmen "Sex Talk" during Orientation?

**Laptops Rule!**

**Crossfire**

**Are the Laptops Good or Bad?**

**Partyng: Hard work on Campus**

---

**USA Spring Break presents**

**Spring Break 2003 Campus Reps Wanted**

Earn 2 free trips for 15 people
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica, Acapulco, South Padre and Florida
Philadelphia Based Corporate Office

**Call TOLL FREE**: 1-877-460-6077
**Ext. 14 Ask for Craig**

**www.usaspringbreak.com**
Get Frenzied For The Fringe

Michael Lasser: Radio Historian

Caru Nagel

Fringe Festival began in Edinburgh, Scotland in 1947 when eight theater groups tried to become a part of the Edinburgh International Festival. After getting kicked out, they made their own celebration on the outskirts of town and performed. Their festival turned out to be more popular than the official Edinburgh Festival, and the Fringe Festival got its name from a reporter because it took place on "the fringes of town." According to the Edinburgh Fringe website, Fringe festivals take place in the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, Hong Kong, New Zealand, Italy, as well as the United States.

Senior Diana Dabkowski says, "The Fringe Festival is unique because it lowers the boundary of entry for performers and the public, and redefine what it means to be on "off Broadway.""

The lecture is part of a series of programs this month on African American culture that includes the Philip and Muriel Berman Museum's African American Radio Program, The Way It Was, and Missy Cochran Collection. University of the Arts' Fletcher Lecture Series began with a reception in the Main Gallery of the Berman Museum. According to the website for Rochester's XWRE, the station's first broadcast was on September 22, 1964. The station originated, the weekly, nationally syndicated radio show features "radio stories" on various topics in American history. The topics vary from particular performers and songwriters to musical theater performance. Music is played during the presentation as well. Lists can vary in tone and style, Lasser said, "It was the same performers who performed for the prolix people of Harlem." He added that the songwriters "helped to keep alive the African folk stories, sang the radio show, Lasser is a radio historian, and claims that she wished to be a storyteller since she was a child. She was an engaging and quick-witted speaker, and she had the entire audience captivated.

The Fringe Festival has a close connection with African American culture. According to Junior Kate Juliano, "I'm excited to see the Fringe Festival this year. The performers are all very talented with a variety of specialties. The venue change depending on the weather, so you can expect to see some "red" in the theater, but some "green" out."" Dominc Scolaile, founder of Philadelphia's Theatre Rumpus and an Assistant Professor of Communication Studies and Theatre at Ursinus organized the event. All of the performances will be free.

Upcoming Events in Berman Museum

Friday, September 20
Talk by Emma Amos 4:00-5:00, Main Gallery

Sunday, September 22
Opening reception of Donald Meyer Exhibit, Upper Gallery 3:00-5:00, and last day of Wes and Goddamn! and Missy Cochran Exhibit, Main Gallery

Sunday, September 29-October 4
Student work-in-progress exhibit to commemorate events of September 11 featuring photos from the disposable cameras and other mixed-media student works, including sketches, paintings, collages, writing, poems, and more. For an article on next week's art events, there will be an article on next week's art events.
Condoms in College: Comparative Price Report

Jon Britz
Grizzly Guide Staff

Okay, so you’re in college. By this point everyone has been educated on the benefits of condoms, so let’s skip all the crap and get down to it. We all know that it’s an important issue to use condoms in order to have sex without the transfer of any sexually transmitted diseases, and to avoid pregnancy. Yeah, so it might seem like a lot, but I’m here to help you deal with that! Let’s get to the good stuff...

We know that it’s Thrllrs~. Sl’t~mber and to avoid pregnancy. nasty rash is even worse, so suck it up and take charge of your health.

In LifeStyles you’re not comfortable trying to sneak across the creaking floor of the hall in your PJs, you can take advantage of the health center’s free Trojan condoms. This is a great option for students who don’t know where they can shop around for a decent price. In fact, Trojan is one of the most commonly found brand.

It’s easy to find these life savers. Just look around at the intersection of 210 N. Columbia Blvd and Spring Garden Street. There’s a 24-hour health center open Monday through Wednesday from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. There is a $10 cover to enter, and cash, check, and credit card are accepted.

To purchase these condoms, just head into the health center and ask for “Lifestyles.”

The condoms will be in a sealed bag, and you will be asked to fill out a brief form. The condoms are free with the purchase of a small dose of 100% C500 “Coy Boy.”

You can find this at the local grocery store or pharmacy.

*Get Ready for the New Look*

The fall fashion is all about the casual look. For the brave women out there, you can try something new and spice up your wardrobe.

**Greek Corner**

By reading the fraternities and sororities on campus! There are interesting facts and places to visit around the brotherhood and sisters!

Alpha Sigma Nu is a women’s society on Alpha Tau Omega’s campus. It was founded in 1949 and has been around ever since. There are many opportunities for social events and community service.

**Omega Chi**

The purpose of our organization is to provide a place for Alpha Tau Omega brothers to come together and enjoy the identical interests of our fraternity. We are involved in many activities such as field hockey, bowling, swimming, basketball, and lacrosse. Also, some of the sororities are A.D.C., and write for the school newspaper. The sisters of Alpha Sigma Nu can be found at Todd Hall, Reiner 106, and they have many parties and events to attend the sisterhood.

**Beta Sigma Lambda**

Beta Sigma Lambda is a fraternities, and sororities on the University of Connecticut in 1926. It is important to join the fraternity or sorority of your choice so you can meet new people interested in meeting exciting, new people.

**Delta Mu Lambda**

Delta Mu Lambda is a fraternity located at Connecticut College in 1926. It is important to join the fraternity or sorority of your choice so you can meet new people interested in meeting exciting, new people.

**Sorority**

For the brave women out there, you can try something new and spice up your wardrobe.

**Under 21 Doesn’t Mean You Can’t...**

**A Sexy Treat To Share**

**Greek Corner**

By reading the fraternities and sororities on campus! There are interesting facts and places to visit around the brotherhood and sisters!

### Strawberries and Chocolate

If you're looking for a sweet treat, look no further than strawberries and chocolate! This combination isUniversally loved and is considered a classic.

### Ingredients

- 2 cups fresh strawberries
- 12 ounces milk chocolate

### Directions

1. Melt the chocolate in a double boiler over a saucepan of simmering water.
2. Once the chocolate is melted, fold in the strawberries.
3. Pour the mixture into a serving dish and chill in the refrigerator for at least 1 hour.
4. Serve chilled.

*For more recipes and ideas, check out the Grizzly Guide's monthly food column.*
SPORTS

UC Field Hockey Makes a Statement

The Ursinus College field hockey team continued to make a name for themselves as they captured another win.

The hockey team played their third game of the season at Swarthmore on Tuesday, September 18.

Senior captain Sandi Fetterman kicked off the action late in the first half with a goal that ended the game at save in goal.

History graduate Joanne Barlow finished out the game contributing to the victory.

Women’s Soccer Bounces Back Against Eastern

On Saturday September 18th, the Ursinus Women’s Soccer team took the pitch against Widener University with the sun in the sky.

The Division II Widener squad didn’t allow the Bears to score a single try. The Widener team maintained the game-winning momentum for their second half, which helped them to take the lead in the net. We saw a good team and have the potential to do something with ourselves this year if we put in the effort and work together as a unit.

Senior Josh Troutham agreed on Hychalk’s assessment, “We didn’t work to our potential in the first half and were somehow outplayed. We turned it around in the second half and pulled together for the win. This is a great start for us. It’s great to see a league play that starts next week.”

Conference action begins Saturday when they travel to Gettysburg to take on the Bulldogs.

Bearcox Rugby Battles Widener

Women’s Lacrosse Preparing for Upcoming Season

Dean Edwards

While spring is not yet in the air, the Women’s Lacrosse team is hard at work preparing for the upcoming season.

Currently, the women are practicing what is known as “fall camp.” This pre-season practice consists of 17 days of practice and an away game to be played in Homecoming weekend.

The practice is mandatory for all team members not participating in fall sports.

According to assistant coach Leigh Maggio, fall camp is “fall camp” for the returning members to become more familiar with the new players.

Additionally, the coaches get a feel for how the group will play as a team.

Maggio summarized the practice as “fall camp” two and a half week period that really gives a sense of how the team will look ahead of the upcoming season in order to prepare for a championship run.

After a strong showing last year, that ended with a disappointing loss in the final, the team is poised to take the lid in 2003.

Maggi comments, “We are a strong cornerstone for the Centennial Conference this year. We were the conference champs in 2001 and in the last two years I’m very excited about this season.”

At the helm once again will be senior Captain Reilly Kirk. In her first four seasons in goal, Reilly Kirk has led the women’s team in four-conference percentage. Her record, which stands at 5-15-3, includes four championship seasons the ECAC Mid-Atlantic Regional title in 1999, and the Centennial Conference crown in 1999 and 2003.

Reilly Kirk spent two seasons as an assistant coach at Temple University before taking control of the Bears. She coached the defense for the 1997 Owl’s team that advanced to the NCAA Division I Final Four.

The official lacrosse pre-season will begin the last week in January. As of now, there are 20 players on the roster. Alongside Maggi, the team will be led by captains Andrea Paizy and Sarah Unser.

The actual season, which begins the first week after spring break, will consist of 13 games.

As of now, there are 26 players on the roster. Alongside Maggi, the team will be led by captains Andrea Paizy and Sarah Unser.

The season will begin the last week in January. As of now, there are 20 players on the roster. Alongside Maggi, the team will be led by captains Andrea Paizy and Sarah Unser.

The actual season, which begins the first week after spring break, will consist of 13 games.

Heartland's insurance covers the building, not your stuff inside.

State Farm agents can help protect the things that make your place your place.

Call your local State Farm agent today about State Farm Renters Insurance.

LIKE A GOOD NEIGHBOR

For better or for worse

State Farm Home and Casualty Coverage Office, Bloomington, Indiana

SMALLER RATES"
Buckley, Quintois Welcome to Ursinus

Women's Basketball and Men's Soccer Teams Under New Coaches

Lindsea Font

Sports

Grizzly Sports

Thursday, September 19, 2002

Two new head coaches were added to the Ursinus Athletics Community this year, in hopes of bringing the team something new to the team.

Jim Buckley was named head coach of Women's Basketball for the 2002-03 season, after a two-year stint with Bryn Mawr and Tom Quintois took over the Men's Soccer team for the current fall season.

"I always felt that if this job were open at Ursinus, it would be something that I would really want to look hard at," said Buckley. "It was a new job opening in the same city, so I decided to apply and see what would happen. Ursinus just has so much to offer athletically and academically."

Buckley coached three years at Centre College in Frankfort, KY, and is moving to his new job at Ursinus.

Prior to that he spent 13 years at Pennsylvania, he took the job as head of Community this year, in hopes of attracting good student athletes. As he commented, "I have to alma to my assistants, and they speak very highly of this place and the relationships that they have kept with people since their graduation from here. This is an opportunity that I would really want to explore."

Buckley said of his new assistant coaches Tracie Thomas, Tom Forliti and Brooke Keith. Both coaches with Buckley parted ways.

"The new assistant coaches, Tracie Thomas and Brooke Keith, are extremely helpful. They all seem very, very comfortable, and everyone has been extremely helpful."

"I have to alma to my assistants, and they speak very highly of this place and the relationships that they have kept with people since their graduation from here. This is an opportunity that I would really want to explore."

Buckley also coached with the A.A.U. Father Formation, which he helped co-found, as well as the Delaware Valley Cornets.

"I love working the college level," commented Buckley, "but the size of the college is the place and the relationships that they have kept with people since their graduation from here. This is an opportunity that I would really want to explore."

Women's Basketball - Head Coach Tom Buckley

Men's Soccer - Head Coach Tom Quintois

This Week in Sports

Thursday, September 19

Volleyball @ Elizabethtown, 7:00pm

Saturday, September 21

Men's Soccer @ Franklin & Marshall, 2:00pm

Women's Soccer @ Gettysburg, TBA

Cross Country - Ursinus Invitational

Football @ Franklin & Marshall, 1:00pm

Field Hockey @ Gettysburg, 1:00pm

Tuesday, September 24

Volleyball @ USP, 7:00pm

Wednesday, September 25

Women's Soccer @ Haverford, 4:00pm

Field Hockey @ Haverford, 4:00pm

National Football League Kicks-Off in Record Fashion

Some people might have thought that... other might have thought that... the rest of the field took a wrong turn. It would have been easier to think of either of those possibilities Saturday as Ursinus' Katie Dougherty cruised to a 48 second victory in Lebanon Valley College Cross-Country Meet.

Dougherty led from the gun and never looked back except to wonde... where the competition was.

She jumped out to a twenty-five meter lead at the mile mark. Dickson's Leo Pete (the defending champion) had his sights set on Katie for a while. But Dougherty had other plans. She opened a 100-meter lead and was pulling away.


Also competing for Ursinus was freshman Liz Green (23:40), senior Kate Hensley (25:14), sophomore Heather Kacor (23:54), senior Kate Hensley (25:32), and freshman Rachel Simpson (25:43). The Bears finished 1st and knocked out of the race.

Dickson won the meet with a time of 18:46.7. She then went out strong and controlled the pace. She sent a message to the other runners today."

"It's a real shame that we can take a photo for their efforts. We lost the number of Denver and we hinted at Denver's Tom Rhoades for the victory by two in a time of 26.02.

Greg Ursinus of Lynchburg College took the bronze medal at 26.04. Dickson took the team lead in the race.

The Bears host Swarthmore and Bryn Mawr at the Ursinus Invita... Haverford on Saturday, September 21st.

The meet will showcase the new championship courses at Haverford Woods.

Ursinus plays host to the Comm...</noscript>
What is Swappin' Suites?
It's the Ursinus College version of a popular television program that gives you and your friends the chance to decorate each other's rooms with the help of two designers, a carpenter, and an amuscled budget.

How do I apply?
Swappers: Roommates from two different rooms fill out one of the applications in The Grizzly and send it to Dr. Edwards (Ritter 107) or drop it off in the Swappin' Suites box in Wismer Lobby.

Carpenters and Designers: Fill out the application in The Grizzly and send it to Dr. Edwards (Ritter 107) or drop it off in the Swappin' Suites box in Wismer Lobby.

What are the rules?
1. All roommates from both teams must agree to participate and all contestants who are chosen to participate must agree to remain on campus during the entire Fall Break.
2. All contestants agree to be photographed for and quoted in The Grizzly during the contest.
3. No student shall (a) remove from the room any furniture, equipment, or property belonging to the College, (b) move furniture from lounges for room use, (c) alter or tamper with the installed heating or electrical systems, or (d) alter the floor, walls, ceilings, or furniture.
4. Pets, except for small fish in aquariums, are prohibited.

What are the deadlines?
The deadline for applications is Friday, September 20 by 12 noon. The campus will vote on the following Thursday, September 26th. Contestants will be announced in the October 3rd Grizzly and the swap will take place during Fall Break, October 19-21.

What's the deadline?
The deadline for applications is Friday, September 20 by 12 noon.

Contestant will be announced in the October 3rd Grizzly and the swap will take place during Fall Break, October 19-21.

What happens if I am not picked?
Don’t sweat it! We will be doing this again next semester based on reader response.

You can redo your single, double, triple, or common room!

Say goodbye to boring, empty walls and unorganized closets!

SWAP SUITES TODAY!

Applications must include 2 teams. Teams, designers and the carpenter must be on campus for Fall Break.
All participants must be willing to be interviewed and photographed by The Grizzly staff during the contest.

Submit these applications to The Grizzly by 9/20/02!
You can drop them in Dr. Edwards office or in the box in Wismer Lobby!